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Citrine, the last unmated gemstone dragon and mentor to the metal dragons, has finally gotten his story!

Citrine Vanderguard has searched tirelessly for his mate. And now, hundreds of miles later, he's found her. She's on

the brink of mating someone she can't possibly love, all for the sake of responsibility. So he does the only thing he

can to win over the curvy, confident woman that makes the dragon inside him roar with approval: challenge the jerk

that would be her mate to a fight for her hand.

Robbie can't believe her eyes when Citrine, her former coworker in Seattle who she felt an irresistible attraction to,

shows up on her doorstep out of nowhere. What's more, he's here to challenge her fiancé. But in spite of the

audacious overture, the tall, muscular man with dark brown hair and amber eyes that are warm like a sunset still has

the same effect on her body and heart.

As time ticks by leading up to the fight that will determine her destiny, subtle attraction blazes into pure fire.

Though Citrine knows he'll do anything for Robbie, she will have to make the ultimate choice between familial

responsibility and personal happiness. And whispers of a big, bad wolf in the mountains of Robbie's home may be

more than just a fairy tale.

Citrine is the fourth book in the Date-A-Dragon series! It contains ridiculously hot dragons, steamy romance, and

strong, curvy women. Enjoy!
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